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The attractive panelling for your BLANCO serving trolleys:
An instant transformation.

There is no need to hide the new panel-
ling for BLANCO serving trolleys. It can 
be used anywhere a privacy shield is 
desired. In the guest area, clean dishes 
are protected while used dishes stay 
hidden. 

The sturdy side walls can be hooked 
in and unhooked easily. This makes 
cleaning easier, and the trolley can still 
be used without panelling. 

The three-sided panelling is available 
with or without hinged doors. The 
opened hinged doors can be locked 
within the bumper rail. This ensures 
continued safe manoeuvring and pre-
vents damage. 

In addition to stainless steel, thirteen 
panelling colours are available to 
provide a matching shade for any set-
ting and make your serving trolley an 
attractive sight. 

Ingeniously simple: the panel-
ling can be mounted on existing 
BLANCO serving trolleys in no 
time. Simply clamp it behind the 
edge of the upper shelf and fix it 
securely to the lower shelf. And 
you're done!

NEW!

NEW: The opened doors can be securely locked and are 
well-protected by the bumper rail.

NEW: The three-sided panelling 
with two easy-to-mount hinged 
doors. 

The side walls
Simple to hook in and just as  
easy to remove.
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Panelling sets for BLANCO serving trolleys

Designation Stainless steel panelling 
on 3 sides

Stainless steel panelling  
on 3  sides, with hinged 
doors on the front

Coloured panelling  
on 3 sides

Coloured panelling  
on 3 sides, with hinged  
doors on the front

Model For hooking on  
BLANCO serving trolleys

For simple mounting to 
BLANCO serving trolleys

For hooking on  
BLANCO serving trolleys

For simple mounting to 
BLANCO serving trolleys

Special features Panelling parts can be completely removed for cleaning

Material Stainless steel Thin sheet, galvanised double-sided,  
powder-coated in various colours 

For model SW 8x5-2, SW 8x5-3
Order No. 375 449 375 450 375 453 375 454

For model SW 10x6-2, SW 10x6-3, SW 10x6-2 BASIC, SW 10x6-3 BASIC
Order No. 375 451 375 452 375 455 375 456

01 | signal white
RAL 9003

00 | stone grey
RAL 7030

06 | broom yellow
RAL 1032

The colours for the serving trolley panelling

02 | pearl white
RAL 1013

04 | umbra grey
RAL 7022

07 | carmine red
RAL 3002

raspberry
Pantone 228 C

espresso
Pantone 4695 C

03 | pale brown
RAL 8025

05 | graphite black
RAL 9011

08 | sapphire blue
RAL 5003

lime
Pantone 382 C

apple green
Pantone 370 C
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